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Historical background

• 1885: Chinese Immigration Act was 
enacted

• Head tax: started with $50, increased a 
few times to its maximum of $500 in 
1903

• Intended to constrain Chinese 
immigration

• No other ethnic group in British 
Columbian history suffered such 
formally sanctioned mistreatment of its 
members on entering Canada over such 
an extended period (source: Federal 
Head Tax, Government of British 
Columbia website).

Image above: Headtax receipt

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/multiculturalism-anti-racism/chinese-legacy-bc/history/discrimination/federal-head-tax


Original copies of the head tax register

• A Legacy of Race and Data: Mining the History of Exclusion

This image is included 

in an exhibition named 

“Where did the 

immigrants actually 

come from? Mapping 

the villages and towns 

recorded in the register 

of Chinese 

immigration to Canada 

from 1885 to 1949” 

produced by UBC 

Asian Library.



Digitization project's output: Library and 
Archives Canada

A searchable 
database



Digitization project's output: the dataset

https://open.library.ubc.
ca/cIRcle/collections/f
acultyresearchandpubli
cations/52383/items/1.
0075988



Where did the immigrants come from?



Normalizing transliterations of origins

On the county level: On the village level:



Hack the data

● Inquiries:
● To what extent this dataset has been utilized by scholars?
● What new possibilities for the study of early Chinese immigrants to Canada 

or head tax could this dataset offer if new computational/digital tools are 
employed?

● Data cleaning, interpretation and conversion
● Statistical analysis and network analysis- leveraging the normalized 

place names in the data

● new historical questions emerged



Previous scholarly work: Peter Ward's study 
on the immigrants' wellbeing

• Peter Ward’s data revealed an 
increase of over 4 cm in the 
adult heights of both sexes 
between 1850 and 1930.

• One likely cause of improved 
well-being is the influence of 
the migrants’ remittances on 
socioeconomic change in south 
China.

(Peter Ward, 2013)



Statistical analysis: down to the county level

When analyzing only the immigrants 

from Xinhui, however, 

very interestingly different patterns 

are revealed

Nuanced patterns: less evident rise in 

mean height over the years

Why is the mean height for 

adolescent years grow so quickly, 

while plummeting in following for the 

1900-09 cohort?



Network visualization: down to the village 
level



New research questions emerged

Had these villages which 

showed similar migration 

characteristics been 

geographically close 

together?



Future directions for the dataset: from the 
data stewardship perspective

• FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) principle

• Library digital collections vs research data repositories

• Spotlighting Reusable

• What need be improved?

• Enrich the file-level and column-level metadata, recreated a codebook

• A more unrestricted license



Future directions for the dataset: from 
the research perspective

• Historical GIS:

using spatial data to

discover a unique perspective 

on past events

Image: "#BLMcareers" by mypubliclands

https://www.flickr.com/photos/91981596@N06/21878868791
https://www.flickr.com/photos/91981596@N06


Future directions for the dataset: 
from the research perspective

• Linked Open Data:

linking the data to web resources 

outside of the dataset (Smith, 2016)

Image: "State of the Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud in September 2011" 
by dullhunk

https://www.flickr.com/photos/14829735@N00/7068119915
https://www.flickr.com/photos/14829735@N00


Future directions for the 
dataset: from the research perspective

Source: Chinatown Storytelling 
Center https://www.chinatownstorytellingcentre.org/stories/#community

• Open Science and 
Community Engagement:

What kind of story should be 
told? What questions do they 
want to see answered?
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To learn more about our work

• OSF project: Hacking for the Register of Chinese Immigrants to Canada, 1886-

1949. https://osf.io/9zr6f/

• Upcoming book chapter: Cho, Allan, & Sarah Zhang. “A Legacy of Race and Data: Mining the History of 

Exclusion."

Future Horizons: Canadian Digital Humanities. Eds. Sarah Roger and Paul Barrett.

https://osf.io/9zr6f/

